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"tberinoelectric power of antimony and bismuth is destroyed by 
.removing them from all contact with oxygen and immersing them 
m an atmosphere of pure nitrogen. From this he argues that the 
thermoelectric, force in general is due to the contact of the gases 
which bathe the metals. The following experiment was tried to 
test the theory : -  
By the kindness of Mr. Edison and Mr. Upton a vacuum-tube 
was prepared in Mr. Edison's laboratory, containing an iron wire, 
about two inches long, firmly joined to two platinum terminals 
which passed through tbe walls of the tube. The tube was exo 
hausted until the spark from a two-inch induction-coil would not 
pass ~ of an inch in the gauge-tube, indicating a residual atmo- 
sphere of about one-millionth. The wire was heated to incan- 
descence during the exhaustion, in order to drive off any possible 
occluded gases. The platinum wires outside the tubes were joined 
to iron wires, the joinings being covered by glass tubes slipped over 
them ; and a sensitive reflecting alvanometer was included in the 
circuit. By laying the tube and connected joinings in the sun- 
shine, and alternately shading one or several of the joinings, it was 
found that the electromotive power of the joinings within the tube 
was precisely the same as that of those without, and the develop- 
ment of current just as rapid. There was no trace of any 
modification due to the exhaustion.--Americar~ Journal of Science, 
t~ovember 1880. 
ON INDUCTION IN ROTATING SPHERES. BY H. HERTZ ~. 
The reciprocal actions between magnets and rotating masses of 
metals, discovered by Arago, were first apprehended by Faraday as 
phenomena of electrodynamic attraction, and traced to currents 
which are induced in the masses by the magnets. 
In  the present work the problem, to determine these currents 
from the mathematical theory, is solved for the case that the body 
considered is a solid or a hollow sphere rotating about a diameter. 
The inducing magnets can be situated in the external or, with hol- 
low spheres, in the internal space. The solution is also extended 
to the case in which the mass of the sphere is capable of assuming 
magnetic polarity. The principal results are coll cted in the fol- 
lowing summary ; for the workings I must refer the reader to the 
original. 
As in the sphere electrical motions can be superposed, the indu- 
cing-potential function is resolved accoMing to spherical functions, 
and a term of the evolution of the form Ap" cos i ~P,,(0)considered. 
For the induction produced by such a term the following proposi- 
tions were demonstrated : -  
The flow always takes place in concentric spherical shells around 
the zero point. The current-function of each spherical ayer is a 
spherical function of the same kind as the inducing; the current- 
curves have therefore the same form as the level-curves of the in- 
ducing potential ; bug they appear otated towards them a certain 
* Inaugural Dissertation: Berlin, 1880. 9310p. Abstract by theAuthor. 
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angle. This amounts to 90 ° when self-induction is neglected ; it 
is more than 90 °, reckoned in the direction of the rotation, when 
the self-induction becomes ensible. The magnitude of this appa- 
rent rotation depends, when the hollow spheres are thin, in a very 
simple manner, on the velocity of rotation; so that thin hollow 
spheres are especially suited for experimental invest;gations. With 
hollow spheres of finite thickness the rotation is different for the 
different layers: the inner precede the outer; their rotation is 
bound to no limit, and increases to infinity when the velocity of 
rotation increases infinitely. The rotation of the outermost layer 
converges towards a fixed value. The intensity increases at the 
commencement with the rotation-velocity, but nowhere so rapidly 
as the latter ; at greater velocities of rotation it diminishes again in 
the inner layers. With infinitely increasing rotation-velocities the 
intensity vanishes in the inner layers, and the entire phenomenon 
is condensed at the boundary of the sphere. The current that takes 
place here protects the interior from the external influence, apart 
from certain limitations. 
The proof and the exact calculation of this course of the pheno- 
menon forms the body of the investigation, to which are appended 
the following resul~,s : - -  
(1) I f  the self-induction be neglected, the total-current function 
can be represented in a closed form by the outer potential without 
any resolution of the latter according to spherical functions being 
necessary. 
(2) Plane i~finite disks axe treated as portions of infinite hollow 
spheres. For these, taking account of the self-induction, develop- 
ments are given which make the solut, ion of the outer potential 
superfluous. 
(3) The mag-aetic potential of the induced current, and the heat 
generated by it, are calculated, from which results the work requi- 
site for maintaining the rotation, and the moment of rotation which 
the sphere gives to the external magnets about the rotation-axis. 
(4) The calculation is extended to spheres whose mass is capable 
of receiving magnetic polarity. 
(5) I t  is shown how the investigation can be extended to other 
rotation-bodies if the effect of self-induction be neglected. With 
this limitation, the probl3m is solved for a finite circular disk. 
(6) Dielectric spheres are considered, on the assumption that in 
them the electrodynamic forces have the same action as equal elec- 
trostatic forces. 
(7) The formulse are applied to special cases, and the deductions 
illustrated by drawings. The cases are :--rectilinear motions of a 
pole over a plane plate at different velocities; an infinite and a 
finite disk rotating under the influence of rectilinear currents ; very 
thin hollow spheres, and solid spheres, in a homogeneous magnetic 
field; stopping rotating conducting spheres by a suddenly excited 
electromagnet ; damping in a galvanometer with a hollow spherical 
damper.--Wiedemann's Beibl~itter, 1880, ~o. 8, pp. 622-624. 
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